
How to Effectively 
Promote Content



Building a 
promotional plan



One of the biggest challenges marketers face when 
creating content is visibility.
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Did you know…
Almost half of your customers likely view three to five 
pieces of content before engaging in your sales 
process? 
SOURCE: HUBSPOT
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Use a content audit and 
planning sheet to keep 
track of all your content 
creation efforts. 



Questions to ask yourself when creating a 
promotional plan:

• What content do I have available to promote?

• When should I promote this content?



Pro Tip:
When experimenting with the best times to share 
content with your audience, optimize for 
engagement.



Remember, your audience across channels doesn’t
want the same amount of content.
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Questions to ask yourself when creating a 
promotional plan:

• What content do I have available to promote?

• When will I promote this content?

• Which persona can benefit from this content?



Buyer Persona
A semi-fictional representation of your ideal customer 
based on real data and some select educated 
speculation about customer demographics, behavior 
patterns, motivations, and goals 
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Questions to ask yourself when creating a 
promotional plan:

• What content do I have available to promote?

• When will I promote this content?

• Which persona can benefit from this content?

• How and where does this persona consume content?

• How can my messaging resonate with this persona? 



Why don’t I just share all of 
my content on all of my 
channels?



An effective promotional plan will deliver 
unique value to all of your audiences.
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Pro Tip:
One easy way to improve your content promotion on 
Facebook is to refrain from sharing the same posts 
from Instagram. 



There are many tools out 
there for managing your 
content promotion. 
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Promoting content 
organically



10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization



Optimize your content for specific topics and 
keywords that you want to be known for.
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Pillar page

Subtopic

Hyperlink

The Topic Cluster Model
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Inbound Links
Links that direct visitors from another website to yours



Backlink opportunities include content from 
websites and blogs relevant to your industry.
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Example email template



10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization

2. Bots and messaging apps
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10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization

2. Bots and messaging apps

3. Email



You don’t want to saturate your email database. 
If you do, your emails won’t perform well.
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10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization

2. Bots and messaging apps

3. Email

4. Social media
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SOURCE: YOUTUBE



10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization

2. Bots and messaging apps

3. Email

4. Social media

5. Live events and webinars

6. Podcasts

7. Influencer marketing

8. Word-of-mouth
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10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization

2. Bots and messaging apps

3. Email

4. Social media

5. Live events and webinars

6. Podcasts

7. Influencer marketing

8. Word of mouth

9. Content syndication
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10 ways you can promote your 
content organically:

1. Search engine optimization

2. Bots and messaging apps

3. Email

4. Social media

5. Live events and webinars

6. Podcasts

7. Influencer marketing

8. Word of mouth

9. Content syndication

10.Content repurposing
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Supplementing 
organic efforts with 
paid promotion



4 ways you can promote your content 
with paid advertising:

1. Google ads 



You can create search ads for 
specific key phrases to promote your content.
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Display ads offer great brand visibility 
and can be used to reach new audiences.
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Remarketing allows you to 
target ads to a specific 
audience who have visited 
your website before. 



4 ways you can promote your content 
with paid advertising:

1. Google ads

2. Social media ads
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Pro Tip:
If you’re new to advertising on Facebook, give 
remarketing a try first. Remarketing on Facebook is 
often the most effective form of paid advertising and 
has the highest return on investment.
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4 ways you can promote your content 
with paid advertising:

1. Google ads

2. Social media ads

3. Paid influencer marketing
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4 ways you can promote your content 
with paid advertising:

1. Google ads

2. Social media ads

3. Paid influencer marketing

4. Native advertising
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Content promotion 
in action



The campaign:
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Facebook ads vs. Google ads
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The campaign:

1. Compared and contrasted the return on investment of 
Facebook ads vs. Google ads

2. Quantified the typical average results via clickthrough 
rates, conversion rates, and costs

3. Gave a grade to both Google and Facebook ads 
according to their strengths and weaknesses





87 different countries wrote about this
particular story generating millions of links.
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We tried out a bunch of different stories:



We tried out a bunch of different stories:

1. What industries does Google get all their revenue from?



We tried out a bunch of different stories:

1. What industries does Google get all their revenue from?

2. What are the most expensive keywords on Google?



“The Facebook IPO was the biggest story of 
the time. And so we absolutely needed to 
come up with some way to insert ourselves 
into that conversation.”
Larry Kim

Founder of WordStream



Example email template



“Every once in a while you get lucky, and you 
really time things perfectly with a story that 
there’s a lot of global interest in.”
Larry Kim

Founder of WordStream



Once I started to see success organically,
I immediately thought of paid promotion.

SOURCE: UNSPLASH



“It’s so rare to have a campaign that is doing 
this well. We should just go all in on this 
campaign because no other content 
marketing campaign will generate this kind 
of ROI for us.” 
Larry Kim

Founder of WordStream



Some of the paid advertising
efforts included:



Some of the paid advertising
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1. Custom audiences on Twitter including handles of 
influential journalists 



Some of the paid advertising
efforts included:

1. Custom audiences on Twitter including handles of 
influential journalists

2. Remarketing because you also want your core industry 
to know that you have this interesting story



“We spent tens of thousands of dollars 
promoting the story, even though it was 
doing fine organically. It was just to get more 
mileage out of a winning hit.” 

Larry Kim

Founder of WordStream



There were different personas interested in consuming this content: 
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There were different personas interested in consuming this content: 

The business press Marketers



There were different personas interested in consuming this content: 

The business press Marketers Technology enthusiasts



There were different personas interested in consuming this content: 

The business press Marketers Technology enthusiasts General Facebook users



I turned it into four infographics with different headlines:

Headline 1 Headline 2 Headline 3 Headline 4



Improving your 
content promotion



When building out your 
content promotion plan, 
create a schedule that you 
can stick to.



Regularly promoting content keeps you
at the top of your audience’s radar.
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Don’t just promote content for the sake
of promoting something to your audience.
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Pro Tip:
Create a master internal resource where you can 
share all of your experiments and results so that 
others can see and learn from your work. 



Learn from your customers.



Learn from your competitors.



Learn from the experts.


